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III Semester B.A./B.Sc. Examination, December - 2OIg
(CBCS) (Semester Scheme) (F+R) (2015-16 and Onwards)

MATHEMATICS - NI

PART - A

PART - B

GN-231

Time : 3 Hours

Instntction : Ansuer all questiors.

Answer any flve questions.

Answer one full ouestion.

1. (a) Write the order of the elements of the group (Zo, tol.
(b) Find all right cosets of the subgroup {0, 3} n (26, t6).

(c) show that the sequenc. ]: I is monotonically decreasing sequence.-  
lnj

(d) State Cauchy's root test for convergence.
(e) Test the convergence of the series :

.111
i  - .., -r --; --;-r.....oo

2' 3" 4z

(f) Evaluate u1n r."itr[]).
Jr--tco \ x )

(g) State Cauchy's mean value theorem.
.  l _(h) Evaluate 1'm 

r - cos x
x-+o *2

2. (a) If a and b are any two arbitrary elements of a group G, then prove that
o(a):o(b-lab).

(b) If G is a group of fourth roots of unity and H is a subgroup of G, where
H:{1' -1} then write an cosets of H in G. Verify Lagrange,s theorem.

(c) State and prove Fermat,s theorem in groups.
OR

3. (a) If a is a generator of a cyclic group G then prove that a-1 is also a
generator.

(b) In a group G, if O(a) =n, VaeG, d.:(n, m), then prove that O(am;:1.
d

(c) If G is a finite group and H is a subgroup of G then prove that order of H
divides'the order of G.
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PART - C
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2x15=3O
4.

AnsWer two full questions.

(a) If j$a":a and j9b":b, prove ttrat 
,l$a.,.b,,:ab.

(b) Discuss the nature of the sequen . ln%l
(c) Test the convergence of

(i) n[tog(n + 1)-logn]
(i i) 1*cosntr

OR
Prove that a monotonic decreasing sequence which

5.
is bounded below isconvergent.

Show that the
converges to 2.

tzn+stsrn[I.)

6.

7. (a) State and
terms.

(b) Discuss

!--"r
. \ -n

senes ./ , ̂
n:0

on alternating series l{_ t)"-l"r,

\r (n+1X2n+1)
L.-- (n+2lt
n=1

sequence {a.} defined by at:J2 and arr*1 =,tZ;

Examine the convergence of the sequence :

+(-
(i) (n+ 1)

(ii)

(a) Discuss the nature of the geometric

(b) Test the convergence of the series :

,,1 1.3 1.3.5
-  T  : -  

- i - -  - i - -  - r  . . . . . . .
2 2.4 2.4.6

(c) Sum the series to infrnity
r I.4 t.4.7___-+__ +.,.,.,.7 7.14 7.74.21

OR
prove Raabe's test for the convergence of series of positive

the Leibnitz test

(c) Sum thp series to infiniW
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PIIRT - D
Answer one full question. lxl5=t5

8. (a) State and prove Lagrange,s mean value theorem.

(b) rest the differentiabilit5r 
"f 

f("):{l:l f,jrt ^, *=r.

(")' Expand log"(1+cosr) upto the term containing x4 by using Maclaurin's
serles.

OR
9. (a) Prove that a function which is continuous in closed interval takes everv

value between its bounds atleast once.

(b) r'.xpand sinr in powers t (* - 
l) * using Taylor,s series e4pansion.

Hence find the value of sin91" correct to 4 decimal places.

lim 
log(sinx)

(c) Evafi.rate r (il *-! (, )2'lr-*)

at+br+cr
. ,1/

) ' "

(ii) ti4
x-+ol 3
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